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Three-body free-enerw terms and correspondin.? “effective” orientation-independent electrostatic potentials 
for polar fluids and ioni&oIutions are given. - 

1. Introduction 

The purpose of this note is to gve the dominant 
three-body contribution to the Helmholtz free energy 
of polar fluids and ionic solutions. As discussed else- 
where [l, 2] ** , these three-body terms have to be 
taken into account in any adequate treatment of the 
polar-fluid problem, andthey are likely to be equally 
important in the ionic solution problem as well. 

It is-often convenient [6-g] *** to consider the free 
enerw of a system.that contains orientation-dependent 
pair forces in terrns,of a thermodynamicr&y equivalent 
system with orientation&independent forces&the 
latter system there will be n-body potentials, x 2 2, 
and our results here also.give these potentials (to. 
lowest order in the appropriate m&pole moments) 
for n = 3 as well as the’free energy itseif. Because they 
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F* Monte Carlo studies sup&~&g rhe.condusioris_of ref.. 

-. [2] have been repdrted by Patey and %&at! [3]; by : 
McDonald [+I, and by Weiss and Veerlet-[5] : : 

?** aore recently, one of jii has used ati effect+-pqtenti 
formalism io treat the,critiGl behavior of polar systems-. 

:_.. [9]_ 
.._ 

_’ 

are equivalent (rather than actually equai) to the po- 
tentials among triplets of particles, we refer to these 

as effective electrostatic 3-bod$.potentiaIs. To the . . 
lowest orders considered here, they are just the:elec- 
trostatic potentials themselves, integrated over orien- 
tations. 

In the thermodynamic perturbation theory (TPT) .: 
developed by Pople [IO], Zwanzig [ 111, and ourselves 
[ 1, 8,9] the-potential energy of interaction is 
written in the form .- _ 

where fohowing Pople. we may expand &w(xi, xi> in ’ -’ 
tern& of &face harmonics, provided the molecules 
have &&symmetry. Accordingly .. .. 
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angks (07, q$> and (Of, #r) determine the orientation 
of the mofeculir axes at i and j, respectively. For the 
molecule i the pofar axis is assumed to be directed 
towards j and for moiecuIe 1 it is directed towards i. 
The surface harmonics defmed below follow the 
Darwin convention 

where 

(witit~lml~~) in w&h we have written BH~and 
$S#y for convenience. The coefficients 
XihW (r) in (1.2) are related to the efectric moments 
situated at (rf ,rf) and follow the symmetric relation 

&i&r trj = $iij’m(rJ . 
(f-5) 

2. The three-body term 

The lawesr order three-body cont~bution to the 
free energy in the perturbation theory for polar flirids 
and ionic solutions has the form [I, 8,911” 

SI‘ gp~(r12,r13,r23)Ufr12,r231r13)dr2drj I CW 

whereg”(q~,q~,r2~) is the three-particle distribution 
function for the xeFerence fkid, and t6(r12 ,rz3 .tl $3 

is the “effective three-body potential” given by 

(2.2) 

Whei’fZ Xi E(C;* CO& and Wl2, ~13 and ~23 are deter- 
mined by the electric moments of the molecules situ- 
ated at (~1, ~2,rs) in the prientations fwl , ~2, w& 

f To he mofe pnzdse, in the infmite volume limit, eq. (2.1) 
j$ves the fffir?energy con~hution only when the wg of 
(2.2) are such that (2.1) remains ftite, This will not be the 
0~ for the tripret of charges or_foz the charge-charge- 
dipok term. In the former GISE, part of the tbree+body 
tam contributes to the “ring term” of &e*lkT)3’2.while 
the rest is given with the Ursefl function h&g instead of 
&sin (2.&asfu~t discussedby St&and Lebowitz {12]. 
A similar resuI& holds in the mixed fharge-dipole case. 

in terms of Pople’s expansion, u(r12, r13, rz3) may 
also be writterr as 

0.3) 

C’Z = mm” 1‘ 
S, $3~’ @2t)5 

2 ._.’ 2 (G23 +23jdu I@’ 2 ’ 2 2 0.5) 

and 

c2#m.. = f s,,.~e,“f,~:1,~~~m..(B:2,~~2)dot - (2.6) 

The dif&zuity with the angular integrations in (2.4) 
tr, (2.6) is that in each of them the polar axes are 
pointing in different directions. However, by a well- 
known theorem of surface harmonics [ 13 1, we have, 
for exampIe, in tile case of (2.41, the reiation 

where the coefficients Dim are the coefficients of 
the rotation matrix whicti appear in the theory of 
angular momentum [131. By using the orthogonality 
retation 

s 5, 1 n(e\3~d:3)s, m.@:3,9f3)dw t p n,_m’ f G8) 

which applies to the product of surface harmonics 
defmed with respect to the same polar axis (131, 
we have 

(=-?I 

Since the elements Dfrfm are known (subject to’minor 
differences in the conventions used in defining surface 
haimonics) the Ci, , erc., are atso known, which 
allows us to calculate the three-body potent@ 
t((r12, rg3, r&). In the base involving quadrupolar’ 
terns, the determination is great& facilitated by 
making use of previous Work of BelI [Ml: on three- 

body dispersion forces, and our problem is reduced to 

520 ‘. ._ 
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the special case in which the molecular centers are 
placed in a straight line in the sequence l-2-3, when 

if(r12,r23,r,3> = “$_, ~~1~2m(~12}X11f3r*(r13) 

x xi2z3m(~23) (-1)12+l’nl , (2.10) 

where I = min(l,, 12,13)_ Using the various X4$‘” (r) 
for interactions between dipoles and/or quadrupoles 
[lOI the following explicit relations for the Iinear 
configurations are easily obtained. 

(a) For the triple-dipole term I, = 12 = f3 = 1 

If ,A 6 
TD 9p &-.-.rg?. (2.1 I) 

(b) For the dipole-dipole-quadrupole term, 
II =I,= I,13 = 2, when the dipole is placed between 
a dipole and quadrupole in a straight line, 

%DQ 
4 3 -3 -4 -4 

= -i%P e-r12 r23 ‘13 - (2.12) 

If the quadrupole is placed between the dipoles, the 
sign in (2.12) is reversed. 

(c) For the dipole-quadrupole-quadrupole term, 
I, = 1, f2 = f3 = 2 when the quadrupole is in the 
center, and 

u” DQQ = :&34r;,4 r;; r;;5 . (2.13) 

The sign of ZDQQ is reversed if the dipole is placed 
between the two quadrupoles. 

(d) For the tripIe-quadrupole term, I, = 1, = f, = 2 
and 

d TQ =j-!+R6,;2jr;35 rs: . (2.14) 

From Bell’s work on the three-body dispersion poten- 
tials we know that the three-body electrostatic poten- 
tial for molecules in any configuration must have the 
form 

+ 6(3+5 COS~“~~)COS(~~~--(Y~)] r~~r~~r~$ , (2.17) 

“DQQ = [3(cosar,+S COS30rl) 

i- 20(1-3cos 2&t) cos(o12-+) 

+ 7ocos 2(cY,--d13) cos Ly,l r+;;r;; 3 (2.18) 

WTa = t-27 + 220 cosff 1 cos a2 cos a3 

+ 490 cos 2orl cos 201, cos 2113 

+ 17s{cos2(orl--cu2) +cos2(o12--a3) 

5 -5 -5 
+cos2+--arl)Il r;2r23r13 I (2.19) 

where we have absorbed in the z’s all the numerical 
factors in Bell’s equations for the Ws. 

Since the linear configuration l-2-3 corresponds 
toa1 =a3 = 0, and a2 = 180”, it can be verified by 
comparison of (2.15) (containing the appropriate 
geometrical factors) with (2.11) to (2.14) that 

zTD ’ 
= +,# &,Q =&ip4 O2 , 

ZDQQ =-&& e4 ) -qa=Th6 - (2.20) 

Combining (2.20) with the explicit forms for the 
geometrical factors in (2.16) to (2.19) we arrive at 
the complete expressions for the various electrostatic 
three-body potentials. For example the expression 
for the eIectrostatic tripoledipole potential is 

which agrees with an earlier derivation of this term 
by Linder [7 J who used a reaction field technique. 
As far as we know, complete expressions for the 
other electrostatic three-body potentials have not 
been given before. 

For an ionic solution in a solvent consisting of 
polar molecules (for a review, see ref. [ 151) WP have 
computed the various tripIet terms involving charge 
(C), dipole (D) and-quadrupole (Q). From elementary 
considerations the triple-charge term (UT& is 1121, 

where (3~1, “2, or3 are the interior angles of a triangle 
with sides r12. rl3, f23. In (2. IS) the geometrical 
factor W is known for.TD, DDQ; DQQ and TQ inter- 
actions white the interaction constant Z(j.t, 0) has yet 
to be determined_ According to Bell [14], 

% 
2 2 2;-1 -1 -1 

=el e2e3r’12 r13 r23 ’ ., .(2.22). 

where e;is the charge on the ion at the ith vertex. le.. -.I 
The others can be derived from (2.3) if we recognize-. 
the charge-dipole (Xole(r)) ~d&ar&~quadru&l$ ., ’ : : 
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(X***(r)) interaction coefficients to be et&&r2 
and el 6/&s, respectively. Then using (2.9) and 

actions among ions, dipoles, and higher multipoles 
will make non-negligible contributions to the free 

the relation energy of ionic solutions. 

$,*(a) = [4n/(Zf+ 1)]1’2S I,_m(cG 0) I 

we find, in obvious notation, that 

uCCo = jei ei &;,j rF.j%if cos a 3’ 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 
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X [cos(a2-a3) +cma,ccsa3] , (2.25) 

+C-Q 
2 2 2-f -3-3 =rbcle20 r12’,3r23 [l+3cos2a3] , (2.26) 

NC. = +&l%%-;ZZr;j%;~ 

X [cosa,( I+ 3~0s 2a3) + 2sin a2 sin 2a3 ] , (2.27) 

UCQQ = &C?: 04rr:‘;33ri: [3( 1 +cos2a2 cos2a3) 

+ 16cos2(az-as) + S(cos 2a,+cos 2a,)] _ (2.28) 

Eqs. (2.24) to (2.28) are consistent with the inter- 
action energies which can be obtained directly from 
(2.10) for the different possible linear configurations. 
We have not found these expressions in the literature 
of ionic solution theory, although their fundamental 
nature makes it possible that some of them have al- 
ready been derived in another connection. 

The work reported here was motivated by recent 
progress in the perturbation theory of polar fluids 
[I, 2.8.91. It has already been demonstrated that 
the electrostatic triple-dipole term makes a significant 
contribution to the free energy of a dipolar system 
] I.21 and that for some molecules similar contribu- 
tions involving quadrupolar interactions are likely [I]. 
We further anticipate that effective many-body inter- 
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